




 
[1878-02-12; letter from Marshall S. Underwood to Prince S. Crowell:] 

My dear Sir 
  I do not think the [--]rest and best action was taken Yesterday regarding 
the “Sears Case”.   I had not given the matter the Slightest thought before 
the Meeting.   As Mr. Marston says I think the Matter in its present position 
is Substantially one between the Lawyers & Doctors, and the town of 
Dennis.   Sears is hardly a factor in the Case; and the Simple question is to 
how to get the town out of it for the least money 
  The idea of appointing the present board of Selectmen and then adding 
an old board because they are Supposed to “Know all about it”, was I think 
a grave mistake.   What the present board or the old board of Selectmen 
know of the Case will not, and Cannot amount to anything.   No one of them 
has any personal Knowledge of the Case which would allow them to testify, 
and if they had they Could be Called if the Case Came to trial.   There six 
men can only be in each others way, and prove an encumbrance each to the 
other, rather than a help; the Lawyers playing upon all the six; for if the 
Case is settled without trial it is to be done with the Lawyers, and neither of 
these men are well suited to Cope with them, and the more of them there 
are, the more Complicated and embarassing will be their cause, and Course 
of action.   I indicated to those near me Yesterday that the right action was 
not being had, although I had no plan of my own at that moment to offer as 
a substitute. 
  After a little reflection upon the Subject, had I opportunity [over page] I 
would offer the following order Ordered that _______ be the Agent of the town 
with powers to manage the “Sears Case”.  This blank I would file with your 
name.   By Simply Saying, Agent with powers, would have been saying you 
may fight or run, in other words settle it, or carry into Court, and the other 
Side would So understand it.   While I would not detract fro the Merits of 
these Six Men, or any one of them, I repeat they are not the best men to 
treat with Lawyers, and your Knowledge of the Case for all practical 
purposes is equal to that of any one or all of them together, and then your 
tact and skill to manage and your influence over these Lawyers would be 
worth more to the town than Six times Six of the Six men on the Committee. 
  I believe it will pay well for the town to Call a Special town meeting and 
reconsider the Action of Yesterday on this Matter and adopt something like 
what I have Suggested 
  If you Can See Mr. Baker (J.K.) why will you not Confer with him on the 
matter, or show him this note if you like. 
  Since I commenced writing this I learned you left for Boston this P.M. 
therefore I Shall send this to you there. 
  I have written in haste and with poor pen 
             Truly Yrs 
              M. S. Underwood 
So. Dennis  July 12 – 1878 



  P. S. Crowell Esq Boston 
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